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Stars are held in equilibrium by a balance between gravity and radiation pressure from photons produced in their hot interior.

The energy source of stars is nuclear fusion that mostly takes place in their hot and dense cores.

Fusion of hydrogen in stars with a core temperature close to that of our suns $T \approx T_\odot (T_\odot = 16$ million K) proceeds mostly through the following reaction:

$$4 \ ^1\text{H} \rightarrow ^4\text{He} + \text{neutrinos} + \text{gamma-ray photons}$$
Stellar Evolution Towards Compact Objects

At some point a stars fuel will run out and the outward radiation pressure will not be available to support the star anymore.

Our Sun will eventually loose most of its outer layers forming a planetary nebula while the inner core will collapse into a compact object called a white dwarf.

The Eskimo nebula (NGC 2392). Hubble Space Telescope image of a planetary nebula, the glowing remains of a dying, Sun-like star.
Stellar Evolution Towards Compact Objects

Stars are formed from the gravitational collapse of gas and dust. The collapse primarily occurs in regions of low temperature and relatively high density of gas and dust (Dark Nebulae).

As the protostar collapses gravitational energy is converted to thermal energy. The collapse stops when the temperature becomes high enough for hydrogen fusion to start in the core.

While a star is fusing hydrogen it lies on the main-sequence.
Stellar Evolution Towards Compact Objects

**Thermal radiation** is radiation emitted from an objects surface and is related to its **temperature**. The amount of energy and the dominant wavelength of the light emitted depends on the temperature of the object. *Higher temperatures result in shorter wavelengths and more energy emitted per unit time.*

The electromagnetic spectrum. The longest wavelengths and shorter frequencies correspond to photons with the lowest energies. Wavelengths are typically measured in m, cm, mm (1mm = 1×10⁻³ m), nanometers (1nm = 1×10⁻⁹ m) and angstroms (1Å = 1×10⁻¹⁰ m).
Blackbody Radiation: Wien’s Law

An ideal **blackbody absorbs** all the radiation that falls on it.

**Wien’s Law**

\[ \lambda_{\text{max}} (m) = \frac{0.0029Km}{T(K)} \]

\( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) = wavelength of maximum emission in meters

\( T \) = temperature of object in kelvins
Temperatures of Stars

Example: The star Bellatrix in Orion that looks blue has a higher temperature than the red star Betelgeuse.
What happens when the Hydrogen runs out in a $M > 0.4M_\odot$?

WHAT HAPPENS IN THE STARS CORE?
In a star like our sun when H runs out in the core H fusion continues in a shell around the core. Initially the star’s core starts to cool and the pressure there starts to decrease.

The core cannot support the material above it so it begins to shrink and is compressed from the weight of the outer layers. When the gas in the core becomes compressed its temperature again begins to rise.

The increase in temperature increases the rate of H fusion reactions in the thin H shell that surrounds the core while there in no core H fusion.
Stellar Evolution: On and After the Main Sequence

What happens when the Hydrogen runs out in a $M > 0.4M_\odot$?

**WHAT HAPPENS IN THE STARS OUTER LAYERS?**
While the core is being compressed the **outer layers expand by the increased luminosity of the Hydrogen burning shell**. As the external layers of gas expand the temperature of this gas decreases (remember example of blowing air through a small opening).

When the temperature of the external layers drops to $\sim 3,500$ K the star appears reddish at which point is has become a **red giant**.
When the sun becomes a red giant its diameter will increase from $\sim 0.01 \text{ AU}$ to 1 AU.
Stellar Evolution: On and After the Main Sequence

The heat generated in the core’s collapse eventually starts fusion of He in the core ($T_{\text{core}} \sim 10^8$ K).

When He runs out, the core will collapse again resulting in an increase in the core temperature ($T$). The outer layers of the star expand for a second time. The resulting star is called an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star.
White Dwarfs

An AGB star can lose a significant fraction of its mass from thermal pulses. As the outer layers are ejected what remains is the C, O core that is quite hot ($T_{\text{core}} \sim 100,000$ K). This exposed core is called the white dwarf. Its strong UV radiation can ionize the surrounding shell and make the planetary nebula glow.

Planetary nebulae enrich the interstellar medium (ISM) with heavy elements produced in the AGB stars. About 15% of all matter ejected from stars into the ISM originates from planetary nebulae.
Stellar Evolution

We infer the evolution of stars even though their lifetime may range from millions to billions of years by studying many stars of different ages.

One can study the effects of mass on the evolution of stars by observing stellar populations in globular clusters. A globular cluster may be made up of millions of stars tightly bound by gravity and containing stars of different mass that formed almost at the same time.

A great location to study many stars is in a giant molecular cloud with ongoing star formation. The Orion Nebula is a great example of a stellar nursery.
When He fusion ends and $M_{\text{star}} < 1.4 \ M_\odot \Rightarrow $ White Dwarf

A white dwarf is held up by pressure generated by electrons being squeezed together too tightly. This pressure is called degeneracy pressure and arises from Pauli’s exclusion principle in quantum mechanics that states that nearby electrons cannot have the same quantum numbers.

Degeneracy pressure also exists between protons and neutrons. Such particles with half-integer spin are called fermions. The spin can be envisioned as an angular momentum of the particle but it is intrinsic and nothing can change it!
White Dwarfs

A white dwarf gradually cools down as it radiates away its energy but does not shrink. It is supported by electron degeneracy pressure against gravitational collapse.

Electron degeneracy pressure does not depend on temperature.

Observations of white dwarfs in binary systems allow us to determine their mass, radius and density. The degenerate electron gas has a density of about $10^9 \text{ kg m}^{-3}$. ($\rho_{\text{water}} \approx 1,000 \text{ kg m}^{-3}$)

A teaspoon of degenerate electrons from Sirius B brought back to Earth would weigh as much as an elephant.
Massive Stars and Supernovae

The reason why high densities and temperatures are required to fuse elements heavier than He is that heavy nuclei have large charges and therefore large electric forces that tend to keep the nuclei apart.

When a star with initial mass $M > 4M_\odot$ runs out of He in its core the core begins to contract and the outer layers of the star expand.

Because the mass of the core of a star with $M > 4M_\odot$ is more than the Chandrasekhar limit of $1.4 M_\odot$, electron degeneracy pressure cannot prevent the collapse of the star. The temperature continues to rise and when it reaches 600 million kelvin carbon fusion begins.
Massive Stars and Supernovae

As each fuel is exhausted the inner part contracts becoming even hotter until a new set of nuclear reactions between heavier elements can take place.

**Carbon fusion:** \( T_{\text{Fusion}} = 600 \times 10^6 \text{ K} \)
Products = oxygen (O), neon (Ne), sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg)

**If the star has** \( M > 8M_\odot \) **additional reaction can occur:**
**Neon fusion:** \( T_{\text{Fusion}} = 10^9 \text{ K} \)
Products = oxygen (O), magnesium (Mg)

**Oxygen fusion:** \( T_{\text{Fusion}} = 1.5 \times 10^9 \text{ K} \)
Product = silicon (Si), magnesium (Mg), phosphorus (P), sulfur(S)

**Silicon fusion:** \( T_{\text{Fusion}} = 2.7 \times 10^9 \text{ K} \)
Products = Sulfur (S), Iron (Fe), Nickel (Ni)
The structure of a supergiant star with an initial mass of $> 8M_\odot$. After several stages the core of the supergiant star will have multiple shells of material and its structure resembles that of an onion.
Stellar Evolution: Core Collapse

Core Collapse: A massive star with $M > 8M_\odot$ will eventually reach the point of fusing Si into Fe. Fusion of Fe does not produce energy (endothermic) so the core cannot generate heat from fusion but instead begins to collapse and heat up.

• The gamma rays emitted from the hot core have very large energies that break the iron into helium nuclei. This process is called photodisintegration.

• Because of the high density electrons combine with protons to form neutrons and neutrinos: $e^- + p^+ \rightarrow n + \nu$

• The escape of the neutrinos cools down the core and leads to more compression. Seconds after the contraction began the density reaches the nuclear density value of $\sim 4 \times 10^{17}$kg m$^{-3}$. 
Stellar Evolution: Core Bounce

Core Bounce:

The strong nuclear force and neutron degeneracy pressure prevent the core from collapsing any more. Further compression results in the innermost part of the core bouncing back and sending out a pressure wave. It takes a few hours for the shock wave to reach the surface and lift away the outer layers of the star.
Stellar Evolution: Core Collapse and Bounce

Within a massive, evolved star (a) shells of elements undergo fusion, forming an iron core (b) that reaches Chandrasekhar-mass and starts to collapse. The inner part of the core is compressed into neutrons (c), causing infalling material to bounce (d) and form an outward-propagating shock front (red). The shock starts to stall (e), but it is re-invigorated by a process that may include neutrino interaction. The surrounding material is blasted away (f), leaving only a degenerate remnant.
Stellar Evolution: Energetics of Supernova

ENERGETICS:

The energy released in a core-collapse supernova explosion is ~ $10^{46}$ Joules and comes from gravitational energy released by the collapse of the core and the infall of the outer layers of the star.

About 90% of the gravitational energy released by the collapse of the star is converted into a burst of neutrinos that escape.
In 1054 AD a supernova was observed in the constellation Taurus by Chinese, Japanese, Native Americans, and Persian/Arab astronomers. It was bright enough to be visible in the night sky for almost 2 years.

The source of the Crab Nebula's immense energy output is the spin of a neutron star at the center of the nebula. The Crab Nebula is the remnant from the supernova in 1054. It is ~6,500 ly away.
Observed Supernovae: SN 1987 A

On Feb 1987 supernova 1987 A was discovered in the Large Magellanic Cloud (~ 170,000 ly away). It was so bright it could be seen without a telescope in the southern hemisphere.

For the first 20 days after the supernova the ejected outer layers were glowing from the heat deposited by the shock wave.

SN 1987 A is also emitting gamma rays from the decay of radioactive isotopes created during the supernova explosion.

The remnant of SN 1987 A. Light from SN 1987 A continues to arrive. It doesn't all come out at one short period.

Five very bright supernovae have been observable without a telescope in the last 1000 years.
During the core collapse of a star $M > 8M_\odot$ the density and temperature in the core are so high that a flood of neutrinos are produced. A detection of these neutrinos would provide support to the core collapse model.

The core collapse and bounce model predict that the neutrino outburst lasts for a few seconds and that the shock wave takes a few hours to reach the surface.

At the time of SN 1987 A two major neutrino detectors were operating: Kamiokande II and IMB
The Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) detector was a 60-foot cube of ultra-pure water constructed in a salt mine underneath Lake Erie. The water was surrounded by 2000 light-sensitive phototubes, designed to detect proton decay. The experiment became famous for the observation of the neutrino burst emitted by Supernova 1987 A.
Confirmation of Supernova Model

12 neutrinos were detected by Kamiokande and 8 neutrinos by IMB from SN 1987 A on Feb 23, 1987!

The neutrino events were detected 3 hours before the UV flash from SN 1987 was detected.

Astronomers found that over a 10-second period, SN 1987A emitted $10^{58}$ neutrinos with a total energy of $10^{46}$ Joules! This is more than 100 times the amount of electromagnetic radiation emitted by the supernova and 100 times more than what the sun has emitted over its 4.56 billion years!
Supernovae from Accretion onto a White Dwarf

Not all supernovae are the result of the core collapse of a massive star.

A different type of supernova occurs when **accretion onto a white dwarf** from a companion star leads to the explosion of the white dwarf.

The white dwarf sucks in mass **from its companion** and eventually the total mass of the white dwarf approaches the **Chandrasekhar limit**.

The increased pressure applied to the white dwarf’s interior causes **carbon to fuse to silicon in the core** resulting in an increase of the core temperature.
Neutron Stars
Neutron Stars

In 1054 AD a supernova was observed by Chinese, Japanese, Native Americans, and Persian/Arab astronomers.

We now know that SN 1054 was a Type II supernova that ended the life of a massive star and left behind a neutron star.

English physicist James Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932. The neutron is a subatomic particle with a mass similar to that of a proton and with no electric charge.

Astronomers Zwicky and Baade first suggested that the collapse of a massive star could lead to an object made up primarily of neutrons (neutron star).
Graduate student Jocelyn Bell from Cambridge University was working on a project to detect fluctuations of radio signals caused by motion of gas between the source and observer.

While searching for these random fluctuations she detected radio regular (periodic) pulses from a particular location in the sky. Many similar sources with periodic pulses were soon discovered and such objects were called pulsars.
Neutron Stars

We now know that pulsars are just rotating neutron stars.

The neutron star spins up when it forms during the collapse of a spinning star. (a figure skater on ice can increase spin by bringing in their arms).

One year after the discovery of the first pulsar the central object in the crab nebular was found to be pulsating at ~10 times a second.

The spinning neutron star is the middle of the Crab nebula explained the origin of its glow. The energy source of its glow is the rotational energy of the neutron star.
Neutron Stars

As the star collapses, the plasma drags the magnetic field lines with it (surface area shrinks by a factor of $10^{10}$). This implies that the magnetic field of a NS would be at least $10^{10}$ times larger than that of the ordinary star from which it collapsed from.

Earth’s magnetic field $\sim 0.5$ Gauss
WD magnetic field $\sim 10^6$ Gauss
NS magnetic field $\sim 10^{12-15}$ Gauss
Electrons and positrons are accelerated by the neutron stars strong electric field to near relativistic velocities. These charged particles emit synchrotron radiation that is collimated in a narrow beam.
The neutron star uses some of its rotational energy to accelerate the electrons. This transfer gradually slows down the neutron star.
Interior of Neutron Stars

Neutron stars are supported by degeneracy pressure. Theory predicts that neutron degeneracy pressure can hold up a star of mass of up to $3 \, M_\odot$.

To figure out the interior of neutron stars scientists study sudden increases in their rotational speed (glitches) of the rotational speed.

![Graph showing period changes with month](image)
Interior of Neutron Stars

A neutron star has a solid crust on its surface and an interior sea of **degenerate neutrons**. The crust is made mostly of Fe, with some nickel, germanium and krypton.

As one goes into the NS more free neutrons are present. These free neutrons move around with no friction (**superfluid**).

Friction-free **whirlpools of superfluid neutrons** may form in the interior. The interaction of these whirlpools with the crust may be the cause of the observed sudden changes in the pulsar's rotation.
Models of the internal structure of a neutron star strongly suggest that the protons in the core experience no electrical resistance moving around. This phenomenon, is called superconductivity.

It has been speculated that near the core the pressure reaches a few \( \times 10^{18} \) kg/m\(^3\) at which levels the neutrons and protons dissolve into more fundamental particles called quarks.

A model of a neutron star.
Black Hole Stellar Remnants

During the course of a stars evolution it will shed a significant fraction of its mass. The mass that it’s left will determine its fate.

Typically, stars with a initial mass of less than $8\,M_\odot$ will end up as white dwarfs.

Fate depending on the mass of the stellar remnant:

- $M_{\text{remnant}} < 1.4M_\odot \implies$ White dwarf
- $1.4M_\odot < M_{\text{remnant}} < 3M_\odot \implies$ Neutron star
- $M_{\text{remnant}} > 3M_\odot \implies$ Black hole

It is estimated that there are $\sim 100$ million neutron stars and $\sim 1$ million black holes in our galaxy.
Black Hole Stellar Remnants

The diagram illustrates the probable fates of stars with different initial masses and chemical compositions. Stars with high metallicity are thought to lose much of their mass by stellar winds. Fallback refers to effect that initially the remnants after the supernova is a neutron star but material from the explosion falls back onto the neutron star causing it to collapse.